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Washington 25, DC
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REPORT OF PROJECT NR TF-953
COUNTERMEASURES EVALUATION OF RECEIVER R-695/ALT-68 (U)

ABSTRACT:

(c) This final report of test contains an evaluation of the R-695/ALT-68 automatic airborne receiver designed to intercept ground and airborne signals. Activate and tune the AN/ALT-68 jamming transmitter to the proper frequency. Test data were obtained from the NIKE AJ/X fire control system, tracking portion only. The receiver was evaluated in terms of effective range and accuracy of frequency set-on.

TEST OFFICERS:

US ARMY AIR DEFENSE BOARD
WADC, WCLGL-2

CAPT C. M. KINDICK
MR. T. G. CUNNINGHAM

1. (U) AUTHORITY.

A. TEST DIRECTIVES.

(1) Letter, ATDEV-5 413.4/114 (c), (23 Jul 58) Headquarters, United States Continental Army Command, 23 Jul 58, subject: "Joint Evaluation of Radar Countermeasures Set, Airborne Jammer AN/ALT-68 (U)."

(2) ECM Testing Conference of 30 October 1956 between ARDC and CONARC.

D. PURPOSE: To evaluate the following:

(1) The effectiveness of the R-695/ALT-68 receiver against X-band tracking radar.

(2) The vulnerability of X-band tracking radar to jamming and to develop operational techniques to minimize these countermeasures.

2. (U) REFERENCES.

A. Annual Joint Electronic Countermeasures Planning Conference, held at USCONARC, 29 October 1957.

D. Telephone conversation between Lt Col Gemmell, US Army Air Defense Board, and Mr. Laco Knight of WADC, on 5 May 1958.
3. (C) **DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL.**

A. **ECM Equipment.**

(1) **Countermeasures Transmitting Set AN/ALT-68** is a continuous wave, noise and frequency modulated, remotely controlled, airborne radar jamming system tunable over a frequency range of 40 to 10,500 megacycles. Effective frequency coverage of the equipment is determined by the selection of interchangeable transmitter groups for installation in the transmitting set. Each transmitter group covers a specific frequency range and can be operated with either of the transmitters. Twelve different transmitter groups are used to cover these frequencies, each including a tunable magnetron oscillator capable of jamming a different range of frequencies. This oscillator has an RF power output of 150 watts minimum at any point in the frequency range of the oscillator. The modulation amplitude is such that the bandwidth of the transmitter signal is a minimum of eight megacycles. This bandwidth has at least 100 watts concentrated therein and not less than eight watts in any one megacycle portion of this band. The system as used in these tests is designed to jam X-band defensive search, track and gunlaying type radars within the frequency range of 8750 to 10,500 megacycles.

(2) **Modes of Operation.** The transmitting set AN/ALT-68 is capable of four modes of operation. Frequency sweep generators and/or a random noise modulation signal are used in the different modes of operation.

(a) **Spot Jamming.** Continuous jamming of a single frequency.

(b) **Slow-sweep Jamming.** Provides the capability to sweep a bandwidth adjustable from approximately zero to the entire frequency range of the oscillator tube. The sweep rate is variable from 2 to 120 cycles per minute.

(c) **Fast-sweep Jamming.** Provides the capability to fast-sweep about a center frequency. The bandwidth that may be fast swept will vary according to the frequency range of the oscillator tube used. The X-band oscillator that will be used in these tests may be fast swept over a bandwidth variable from approximately 0 to 200 megacycles. The sweep rate is variable over the given bandwidth at any desired rate from 2 to 20 cycles per second.

(d) **Combined-sweep Jamming.** This jamming mode uses a combination of slow and fast sweeps described in (a) and (c), above. When
B. **Automatic Receiver.** The Automatic Receiver equipment, when employed as part of the AN/ALT-6B, will continuously monitor signals within a preset range of frequencies and will turn on the transmitting equipment when a dangerous signal, as determined by preset controls and analysis circuits, is received. The Automatic Receiver equipment can be set to respond to the particular signals determined to be dangerous to the aircraft mission. After the transmitting equipment has been turned on, the automatic receiver equipment will briefly disable the transmitter at random times, and look through the jamming signal to determine if the victim signal is still present. When the victim signal has disappeared it will turn off the transmitting equipment and resume its monitor functions.

C. **Frequency.** Effective frequency coverage of the AN/ALT-6B is determined by selection of matched interchangeable transmitter and receiver groups for installation in the basic transmitting and receiving equipment. Each pair of groups cover a specific frequency range. Two receiver groups are presently available and hence the monitor function of the AN/ALT-6B Automatic Receiver equipment can be used only in these frequency ranges. (S-band 2350-3600 Mcs. X-band 8750-10,500 Mcs.)

D. **Modes of Receiver Operation.** Two modes of automatic receiver operation are available. The mode is selected prior to take-off and the controls set accordingly. The modes are:

1. **Mode A.** In this mode a selected range of frequencies is monitored on a 100% probability of intercept basis. The center of the band may be positioned to any frequency within the tuning range of the receiver group. Bandwidth of the monitored channel may be 200 Mc, 150 Mc, 100 Mc or 50 Mc. A signal falling within the selected bandwidth and displaying the characteristics determined to be dangerous will turn on the transmitting equipment. Sweep rate, center frequency and bandwidth are preset.

2. **Mode B.** In Mode B any band of frequencies within the limits of the receiver group will be scanned. On receiving a signal having the characteristics determined to be dangerous, the receiver will stop scanning and position the jammer within ± 20 Mc of the target signal. Sweep rates and bandwidth are preset.

E. **Signal Discrimination.**
(1) **Search.** Pulsed search and track. Receiver is sensitive to signals having pulse repetition frequencies in the range of 200 to 10,000 pps.

(2) **Track.** Pulsed track. Receiver is sensitive to pulsed signals having repetition frequencies in the range 800 to 10,000 pps. System is inoperative for CW, noise or pulsed signals PRF less than 800 pps or more than 10,000 pps.

(3) **CW.** Receiver is sensitive to CW signals only. Automatic system will not be activated on any pulsed-type signals.

**F. Transmitter Jamming Modes (After Receiver Lock-On)**

(1) Fast sweep (receiver modes A or B) 2-20 CPS

0-200 MC bandwidth

(2) Slow sweep (receiver modes A or B) 2-120 CPM

0-full bandwidth

(3) Combined sweep (receiver modes A or B) Any combination of fast and slow sweep.

**G. Equipment Installed in Aircraft.** Two each Countermeasures Transmitting Sets AN/ALT-66 with two each Receivers R-695/ALT-68 were installed in a C-131B type aircraft. Two horn type antennas AT-581/ALT-68 were installed in a radome on the underside of the aircraft pointing forward, tilted 20 degrees down from horizontal. A single antenna was used for transmitting and receiving.

**H. Radar Support Equipment.** Detailed descriptions of the NIKE AJAX system can be found in Department of the Army Technical Manuals 9-5000 series.

**4. (5) Background.** The Countermeasures Transmitting Set AN/ALT-66 is the result of a second source contract to improve the performance, operational capability and frequency range of its precedent equipment AN/APT-16. The AN/APT-16 equipment was designed as a spot jammer to cover the S-band frequency only. The AN/ALT-66 equipment will cover the frequency range from 40 to 10,500 megacycles using plug-in oscillator. This equipment will provide four different modes of operation against either vertically or horizontally polarized antennas. With the increased speed of aircraft, increase in the number of jamming equipments installed and the decrease of space available for an ECM operator, it was apparent that some automatic device was
NEEDED TO OPERATE THE JAMMING EQUIPMENT. THE RECEIVER R-695/ALT-6B IS THE RESULT OF A CONTRACT TO PROVIDE A RECEIVER THAT WOULD SEARCH THE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM, INTERCEPT A VICTIM SIGNAL AND AUTOMATICALLY TUNE THE TRANSMITTER TO THAT FREQUENCY AND START JAMMING.

5. (S) SUMMARY OF TEST.

A. A TOTAL OF FIVE FLIGHTS WERE FLOWN, OF WHICH TWO WERE CONSIDERED SUCCESSFUL. OF THE REMAINING THREE, TWO WERE UNSUCCESSFUL BECAUSE OF ERRATIC OPERATION OR FAILURE OF THE AN/ALT-6B AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT AND ONE BECAUSE OF FAILURE OF THE AIRCRAFT POWER POD.


C. THE TARGET AIRCRAFT, CARRYING THE AN/ALT-6B AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT, FLEW RADIAL INBOUND COURSES TO THE RADAR SITE AND ALL RUNS WERE STARTED AT A RANGE OF 40,000 YARDS. THE TRACK RADAR WAS LIMITED TO A FREQUENCY RANGE OF 4400 TO 5600 MC AND WAS OPERATED IN BOTH AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL AIDED TRACKING MODES. TEST RESULTS INDICATE THAT THE JAMMING AFFECTED THE TRACK RADAR IN AUTOMATIC MODE BUT HAD VERY LITTLE EFFECT IN MANUAL AIDED MODE. THE AUTOMATIC RECEIVER WAS TURNED ON AT 40,000 YARDS AND THE AVERAGE TIME FOR TURN-ON AND ACTIVATION OF THE TRANSMITTER WAS APPROXIMATELY 50 SECONDS. THIS WAS AVERAGE TIME WITH A SINGLE ANTENNA INSTALLATION. MINIMUM TIME WAS 12 SECONDS AND MAXIMUM TIME 120 SECONDS. FREQUENCY SET-ON ACCURACY OF THE RECEIVER WAS WELL WITHIN THE SPECIFICATION OF ± 20 MC DURING THE ONE MISSION IN PHASE Ia.

6. (S) DISCUSSION.

A. CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY WITH THE OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY OF THE R-695/ALT-6B RECEIVER WAS ENCOUNTERED. AT NO TIME WERE BOTH OF THE SYSTEMS OPERATIONAL AND CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL DEVOTED A GREAT AMOUNT OF TIME TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE RECEIVER FOR PROPER OPERATION.

B. BECAUSE OF THE AIRCRAFT POWER POD FAILURE AND PRIOR COMMITMENTS OF THE US ARMY AIR DEFENSE BOARD, THE TEST WAS TERMINATED AND NO COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES WERE INVESTIGATED BY THE GROUND RADAR. COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES WERE NOT PERMITTED DURING PHASES I AND II. THESE WERE TO BE INVESTIGATED DURING A THIRD PHASE WHICH WAS NEVER FLOWN.
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7. (S) CONCLUSIONS.

A. THE R-695/ALT-6B RECEIVER OPERATED SATISFACCTORILY DURING THIS TEST AS FAR AS IT PROGRESSED.

B. RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE OF THE R-695/ALT-6B RECEIVER ARE MAJOR PROBLEMS.

C. NO CONCLUSIONS CAN BE DRAWN AS TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURE TECHNIQUES BECAUSE THE TEST DID NOT PROGRESS TO THIS PHASE.

8. (U) PERSONNEL PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONDUCT OF THIS TEST WERE:

US ARMY AIR DEFENSE BOARD:

Lt Col J. D. Gemmell
Major T. E. Marriott
Capt C. M. Kindick (Test Director)

WRIGHT AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER:

Capt Robert K. Yeck
T. G. Cunningham (Test Director)

This report was prepared by Capt C. M. Kindick, US Army Air Defense Board, Capt Robert K. Yeck and Mr. T. G. Cunningham, Wright Air Development Center.


T. J. CUMMINS, COL USAF
Chief, Weapons Guidance Laboratory
Directorate of Laboratories

R.S. SPRAGUE
Colonel, Arty
President
US Army Air Defense Board
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